ABSTRACT. Let 
Let X be an arbitrary non-empty set, and/2 a lattice of subsets of X such that X, 0 E E..A(/2) denotes the algebra generated by E, and I(/2) denotes those zero-one valued, non-trivial finitely additive measures on t(/2) /o(E) denotes the set of # E I(E) that are a-smooth on/2, that is, if L, E E, for all n, and if L, J. 0, then#(L,) 0. J(E) denotes the strongly a-smooth elements of I(E), that is, those
where L,, L E/, then #(L,) #(L). I(E) denotes those # E I(E)
which are a-smooth on .,4(/2), which is equivalent here to # being countably additive In(E) denotes those # E I(E) which are E-regular, and In(E)NIo(E)= IT(E Further specialized subsets of measures are introduced in Sections 3 and 4 Associated with these measures are certain outer measures (finitely or countably subadditive) #', #", /2, We investigate the behavior of these outer measures on both E and/2', the complementary lattice to/2 and other related lattices to characterize the various specialized sets of measures, and thereby extend the results given in [5, 6, 7] We also consider the interplay of the lattice/2 with the measurable sets of some of these outer measures tn Section 4 we use these results to obtain conditions for a # G [o(/2) or J(/2) to be dominated on/2 by a u I7( or to be equal to a u I(/2) Since some of these results can be expressed in terms of generalized Wallman spaces, we close Section 4 with a brief look at one of these spaces 344 J. PONNLEY We give a review in Section 2 of the notation to be used, and of some standard lattice-measure theoretic results. Related matters can be found in [2, 4, 5, 6] 2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS In this section, we introduce the relevant notation and terminology that will be used throughout the paper. All of this is fairly standard and is consistent with [1, 3, 6, 8] ; we include it for the reader's convenience. We also include in this section several recent results as well as several new results pertaining to various induced outer measures. X will denote throughout, an arbitrary non-empty set, and a lattice of subsets such that , X E E.
.A(E) will denote the algebra generated by E, and I() those non-trivial zero-one valued, finitely additive measures on .,4 (E). 
Clearly, #' is zero-one valued, #'(X) 1, #'(O) 0, #' is monotone, and #' is finitely subadditive. We will sometimes refer to #' as a finitely subadditive outer measure. Similarly, we define (g) by taking the coveting class to be instead of'.
Also, let [6] . We note a few of these here, but, instead,
give characterizations in terms of the above outer measures. The next theorem is less well-known in the form given, so we provide a proof. PROOF. # Io(/:') implies that # E Io(/:) since/: is complement generated, and, therefore c.p.
() which clearly implies that # I (/:).
The following theorem is known (see [4] ). 
, and bythe regularity of#", L S,, n. PROOF. Let E C X, and #"(E)= 1. If (E)= 0, then there exists A, E such that
Therefore, E c U n:, #(n:) 0, so, #"(E) 0, a contradiction. Thus, #" _< .
The following theorem is easy to prove, and we will just state it. We now show the following:
TItEOREM 3.9. Let/2 be almost normal. Suppose # 1(/2) and # _< t,(/2), where u I(), then t/' =/.t"(/2). As a final observation in this section, we note that the measures of Is(E') are maximal in the following sense. Let # <_ v(E'), where # E Is(E') and v /(E'). Then v Is(E.). This is clear since # <_ v <_ v" <_ #"(E') (see (2.1)), but # #'(E') since # Is(E.) (by Theorem 3.1). Hence, v and therefore, v Is(E'). Moreover, if#l </.2(L), and 1, 2 IS(E), then/z P'2 as is easily seen. This has the following consequence. Let # Is(E), then there exists a v IR(L) such that # < Now if L is normal and c.p., then v IR(E), and, consequently, # v. Hence if E' is normal and c.p., then Is (L) I (E).
FURTHER APPLICATIONS ON REGULARITY.
In this section, we consider applications of the associated outer measures to regularity properties.
If # I (), and, for E C X, we define the usual induced outer measure:
We note trivially that if # I,(E'), then #*= #", and if, in addition, is a delta lattice then #* #" #.
We consider those # Io(L) which satisg, the following condition: We conclude ts section th some remEks on the Wfllm space I(), V(). We recfll (see [2] 
